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CHAPTER I 
There are many children who need special care. It is estimated 
that one out of every ten chil.dren need special help in some wq or 
other in order to have their basic needs met. or this group, there 
are 11811)" who are considered to be emotionally disturbed and in need ot 
hospitaliza~ion. Throughout the country residential treatment ~ 
have been established to try and help this kind or disturbed child who 
1s in need or care twenty-four hours a ...... 
Nurses have recognized the need for specialized education in 
nursing with disturbed children. This has led to the developaent of 
graduate programs in nursing in child ps;ychiatry. To date there are 
six such nursing programs in the count17. Parallel to this there bas 
been an increasing awareness bT the medical and allied professions of 
the valuable contributions clinical specialists in nursing in child 
psychiat17 can make toward promoting preventative menta.t. health mea-
sures in the community. The potential opportunities she encounters in 
meeting the health needs or children as a schotl nurse is one example. 
1 Consultation services in collaboration with public health nurses 1s 
another. More and more, chUd guidance centers are incorporating 
nurses as part or their staff. Becoming involved in home after-care 
services following a patient's discharge from a mental hospital is an 
additional area in which she can and is functioning. Whether or not 
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the nurse is .called upon to render these variety of services to the 
co!llllunity depends on both her effectiveness and how she is viewed and 
accepted by the different agencies concerned. 
In her work with the emotionalJ1' distw:bed child in a residen• 
tial treatment center the nurse is still in the process of exploring 
and defining her role. '!here has been limited research reported in 
nursing literature concerning her role and value in the treatment of 
emotionally disturbed children. Fairly extensive knowledge has been 
gathered about the one-to-one nurse-patient relationship with an adult 
psychotic. Since nursing in child psychiatry is still a relatively' 
new field, the pooling of knowledge about the dynamics of a sustained. 
relationship with a psychotic chil.d is yet to come. It was hoped that 
this study might contribute knowledge that would. clarif'.r or add to our 
present lmowledge of nursing care enabling us to increase our under-
standing of our role and be more helpful to patients. 
Statelllel'lt of' Problem 
An exploratory study to examine a psychotic child's overt be-
havioral changes as determined from the nurse's participant-observation 
during their relationship in a residential treatment center. 
l!portance of Proble:lll 
This study was concemed with the overt behavioral changes 
that the nurse obserred in a ps,ychotic child during her relationship 
with bia in a residential treatment center. There were several rea-
sons this particular problem vas selected. First was the personal 
interest felt in the desire to evaluate a sustained therapeutic 
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I 
relationship with a psychotic child. Secondly, it vas felt that the 
study could show how the nurse provides favorable learning experiences 
that are influential in promoting maturation in a disturbed child. 
.An additional reason was the discoTe17 that there were few recorded 
studies concemed with the nursing care of emotionally disturl:>ed chU-
I 
.I 
II 
II dren. The anticipated results of the stud;r, however, were not regarded I 
as having a purely personal value. It was felt that other benefits 
llight aJ.so follow. Through a sharing of such an experience, others 
might be led to an increasing interest in child psychiatric nursing. 
From such a report of a concrete situation the value of the nurse as 
an important member of the team in providing therapeutic care of the 
aotiona.J.ly' disturbed child could perhaps be • ore dramatically Ulus-
trated. FQ:rthenaore, it wouLd sene to illustrate the actual d;ynamics 
of a one-to-one relationship between a· nurse and a psyohotie child. 
The participant-observer's relationship with the child was 
structured and the diar.r report recorded vas detailed. Thus, the study 
could provide a yardstick that others could use as a control in a com-
parable study of a nurse's relatioll8bip with a psychotic child. It 
was hoped that this might serve as a spur to similar 'reports from which 
gene~ conclusions could be drawn 
Scope and Delimitation 
'lb.e study concemed the overt behavior changes obsened by one 
t nurse working with a psychotic child over a period of six months. For 
this study a state hospital was selected. It was the on:cy- hospital in 
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I the state with a separate child psychiatric unit. Out of the five 
wards with a total census of approximately eighty child~ the +------·-----I 
I 
l 
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participant-observer was assigned to one ward. The child selected for 
the study was in therapy with a pqchiatrist from another section of 
the hospital. He was the only child on this ward in therapy with this 
specific doctor. About half the children were similarly in therapy 
with individual therapists. The studied patient was an eleven-year 
old oriental child diagnosed as having childhood schizophrenia. 
The nurse-patient relationship with this particular child did 
not supplant any of the therapeutic work that was then going on. rather 
it added a new dimension. The child now had a person available for a 
lengthy period of time during the ordinary- daily schedule. The child 
was not seen in private sessions. The nurse participated with him in 
1
1 
whatever ~he~v:::r 0:~~ n:::-;::i::ions can be ma4e Ng&XU-
ing the contributions of a nurse in this kind or therapeutic situation, 
for the study dealt onl.y' with conclusions about a single child. In 
aey such study the subjective point of Vio of the participant-observer I 
1. 
II 
I 
necessarily influences the findings to some degree. 
Preview of Methodoloq 
For a period of six months the participant-observer spent from. 
two to eight hours a C1aiV one to three times a week in the residential 
treatment center. After each visit with the child, a detailed report; 
I 
or the nurse's participant-observation was recorded. This recora.ing 
1 or events was called a diary. 
II 
At the end of the six months stlJCiT the diazy was carefully ex- 1'1 
amined to discover the significant areas of behavior. This a.iazy review I 
revealed three broad areas: language, self-a.ssertiion, and social.izationt='l 
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li !I ~~~ THEORET! CAL FRAMEWORK !l 
!· II il Severely disturbed children need to be involved in a lengt.ey 11 
II !I 
11 process of rehabilitation. It is an involvement that requires time il 
11 and special efforli on the part of the professional staff. The treat- ii 
ji ll !I merit of these children needs to be designed to provide opport;unities jl 
l!l ll which facilitate normal developnent along with treating the pathology. j' 
II !!l 11 A large part of a hospitalized child's treatment takes place !i 
!, tli!' U in the living situation. In his residential setting, relationships 
!I I. ~~~ ~~ t can be utilised by the child to live through or relive essential !i 
I l! 
, growth experiences. The clinical nurse has a unique opport.unity to i! 
I il 
I! work with children in this kind of setting in that she usually has I! 
iiiiOre contact td.th them than _. other discipline. !n this strategic li 
'l·i tl 1 position she has the opport.unity to provide a different kind of ll 
I l' il j. growth-inducing experience for the children. Her relationship with n 
:1 lj !l any given child is in relation to himself and in relation to changing 11 
lj events in his environment over an extended period of time. !! 
II There is a different dimension in the psychiatric nursing care I! 
II of children in a ward setting than td.th adult patients in a similar II 
II setting. To begin with, a nurse can be viewed by the adult patient in !l 
1,.'
1 
11 
11 
a variety of ways. He may think of the nurse as a child, as a peer, l! 
't Jl ~~~ or as an illusory adult figure. The child neither feels the nurse to 11 
I be a peer nor feels himself to be functioning as an adult with the !1 
h 11 
H nurse. Though the child may reverse roles at times, it is usually done jl 
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7 ! !J ~ in a•make-believe• fashion. Another difference is that one-to-one relationships with children are 110re complex because of the greater I 
amount of interaction among the children as well as between the 
,! 
I! 
children and nurse. It is most~ through play and action that chil-
dren comrrnmicate, whereas adults have a greater ability to verbalize 
their feelings and needs. Play is the natural medium of self-expres-
sion for a child.1 Since much of the child's time is spent in action 
we would expect the nurse to assume an active role in her therapeutic 
relationships with children. Moreso than with the adult patient, she 
resorlis to the use of explanation, reassurance, encouragement, and 
disciplinary measures to help the child cope with reality. 
One of the roles the nurse takes on when working with chil-
dren is that of an educator. The nurse is interested in the patho-
logical and healtqy aspects of the child's personality, but she is 
also actively involved in providing for and guiding the child toward 
growth and development he has ;ret to undergo. This is in keeping 
with the theory expounded by" Anna Freud. 2 Redl, too, expressed him-
self simUarl;r when he stated: 
~le children are exposed to therapeutic long-range 
work on their basic pathology, it is illporliant to remem-
ber that they are still forced to live with their symp-
toms untU they finally can shed them, and that child 
lvirginia Mae Axline, Pl!irThera:w, the Inner ~cs of 
Childhood (Cambridge, Mass.t The verside Press, 1947~ 
2 Anna Freud, The P~cho-An~ical Treatment of Children 
{Illlago Publishing eo.: Lon on, 19 • 
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developnent is also still going on. (The child patients are 
still growing youngsters.) This means that the adult, who 
accompanies them cturing the various phases of their growth, 
is also needed as an !!,g .2!! :.!! ~ in those adj1l8tment 
de~ds of da.il.y' life that they cannot well manage on their 
own. 
The nurse makes use of her skills to promote development in the 
child in the areas of communication skills, motor mastery, knowledge, 
and personal and social values. She is interested in facilitating the 
child's abUity for growth through all avenues of experience and ex-
pression that can strengthen his ego functioning. Her main concern in 
the therapeutic relationship is with the present and future functioning 
of the child. What the child is feeling in the current situation is 
worked with. 
The psychiatric nurse and psychiatrist mq use some of the 
same therapeutic skills in their work with a patient. The 
context of the nursing relationship makes some of the content 
of the nurse-patient interaction different from the doctor-
patient relationship. For example, the nurse works mainly 
with conscious-li'Yel material. Though it is important that 
she understand unconscious motivation in her patient's be-
havior to ascert.ain its meaning, she does not attempt to 
probe the depths of the unconscious. Unc.onscious motivation 
sometimes comes into consciousness in the interpersonal ex-
perience and the patient discusses it with the nurse. The 
ps,rchiatrist may interpret unconscious motivation to tfte 
patient and explore the generic roots of the behavior. 
3Fritz Redl, "Strategy and Techniques of the Life Space Inter-
view 1 • .American Journal of Orthopsychiat17, Vol. mx, No. 1 (1959) 1 P• ll• 
h.norothy E. Gregg, "The Therapeutic Roles of the Nurse, • 
Perspectives in Psychiatric Care, Vol. I, No. 1 (1963), P• 22. 
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In structuring her interaction with a child the nurse needs 
to be aware of the amount of direction given. The therapeutic goal 
II 
I' 
,I 
is to help the child learn to function autonomously and to leam to 
accept responsibility for his own actions. In the absence of goal-
directed participation the nurse can ~wittingly inhibit the growth 
process. 
II 
Finalq 1 before we can proviQ.e 1,rltegrating experiences for the II 
he has to feel safe. illen he perceives the relationship as non- II 
! 
chi.Ld, 
threatening, he can use the nurse as a person around whom he can wo:ric 
toward more constructive methods of dealing with life. 
Observation and Recording 
•Observation, co:nmu.mication, and recorcting are three inter-
locking operations in the nursing process.n6 In participant-obser-
vation we try to ittenti.fy, analyze, and interpret for ourselves, and 
at times for the patient, what is happening in the nurse-patient re-
lationship. Much of what we observe is out of awareness and leaves 
us with an impression which is an •abstraction of a whole event." 1 
These impressions in turn influence our behavior with the patient. 
The ability of the observer determines the amount of skill one has 
for exactness in taking in the situation. 
It is with conscious studT that the particulars of behavior 
become relative to the whole impressioo. of events. The written 
6HUdegard E. Peplau, Inte~ersonal Relations in Nursing 
(New Yorks G. P. Putnam's Sons, 19 2), P• 263. 
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7Ibid., P• 265. 
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1j reeord of a nurse-patient relationship provides a means tor a detailed I! 
',1 q 
1l atmy ot the nursing process 1n order to understand the behavior. Fre- II 
!j !j 
! quentl;y we are able to more fully comprehend ~ given behavior after '! 
I j. 
J it has been reviewed at a later date. Our own defenses and anxieties II 
li can keep us from gaining insightful knowledge into the meaning ot our ii 
,i II 
I' ll !I behavior and others at the time ot interaction. The relationship ot il 
lj il 
h the parts to each other become fused and understood when we are aw.,. ii P ~ II 
ill !1 I· from a situation and are no longer experiencing the threat that pre- lj 
1·11 i 1,1, vented objective impress ons. 
l Although one can reach understanaing through recall of the re- II l~~ II lllationship, reatropective examination throllgh memozy onl,y 1s lilllited. 11 
1! The keeping of a running record not only supplies content to be ex- !1 
tl 'I 
l:,. 11!' amined but can also prove to be a stimulus for a recollection of I! 'I ll ,, ji thoughts repressed at the time of the original recora.ing. I!,~!; 
II '!be process of generaJ.ization ana. inference becomes em-
l!l pirically sounder when it is based on continuity in the re- 11 I' cora. from session to session, and from the accumfation of IIi,· 
11 
single treatment contacts to perioaic summaries. !i 
1
1 ll 
I. HE. Kuno Beller, ( 1
1
'1 'I Clinical Process Glencoe, Ill.: The Free 
I! Press, 1962 ), P• 243. lj 
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II CHAPTER ni ~~~ II I 
1'1 1 II II METH()DO .oGY IIi 
II i! II Selection sf p.pcriltHn of Patient II 
' I! j The patient in this study was an eleven and a half year old ill'!! 
I oriental, psychotic child diagnosed as being schizophrenic. At the 11 
I I' I II 
! time of admission to the hospital he was eight years and· ten months !I 
!.. !I 
I old. on February 17, 1959 he was admitted to the ward for autistic !I i •I ll I 
., children and remained there until March 15, 1961. At that time he was II j; i! 
11
1 
transferred to the ward on which the study was conducted. il 
I. II 
l
ll
1
. Several factors influenced the choice to wric with this pa.rt,i- 11 
cular child. Those identified were: the diagnostic classification; li 
!I I the fact that this child was in theraw with a doctor; that he seemed II 
11'1' 1111 to be the most withdrawn child on the ward at the time of selection; 
II that the spontaneous interaction between the ward personnel and the !i 
·I B li child seemed to be l.ess than the personnel's interactions with other ~~ 
11 children: that it was felt that he might be a neglected patient on the ll)l 
i,l , ! 
111 
ward; and that observation indicated that the chUd was used as a scape-11 
u 
,; ;f 
11 goat by many' of the other children. Another factor that might be con- H 
11 ll i ., 
11 sidered significantly important in the decision to choose to work with !l 
II II h this child for the study' was the fact that he made the initial contact !j 
' I, ! il 1 within a few minutes of the nurse's first visit to the ward. At that ,, 
!j! i.l Ia time it seemed that he communicated very clearly his intentions for ;i 
II II l the approach--to ask the nurse if she were going skating. During the !;i · ~~ I -::::-.:-...;:;.-:.:-::""=:fl='.:--::::-:::~-:--=::::---::::::-..::==-=-.:...,.....:::.::::o.:====''-"'""~"'-=-=':;"==-=:".=.=.":'!<...-=::..=::::.-.:~::=.~:.::==::.":::.-:-.. !":::::::..-=-'-'=:.==;:<".::..---::::::=-· ;.·=-=~::==-"'="~'::::=-:' 
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initial relationship this was one of the clearest communications en-
countered with the child. He usually spoke in such a way that the 
that a profitable relationship could be established with the child. 
I 
!. ,, Time and Place of' StuSY; 
" If This study was done in the children's unit at a state hospital 11 
in a large metropolitan area. This was the only state hospital for 
the mental..ly til which had a separate building !or the child psychia-
tric unit. Included in this tmit was a school !or the chiJ.dren. 
I 
I 
II 
This agency was used as a f'ield placement for graduate students ~~ 
in Nursing in Child Psychiatry at Boston University School of Nursing. 
The residential treatment center had five wards. Each student in the 
Nursing in Child Psychiatr,y program at that time was assigned to a 
different ward. It was from the asejped ward that the patient was 
selected. 1he ward census varied f\-Qlll eleven to sixteen boys whose 
age range was from six to twelve yfara. 
It was in the above described setting that the data was col-
lected from November 16, 1961 to Mal' 16, 1962. 
Methods Used to Collect Data 
I 
I 
I 
I' ,, 
,, 
II 
'I 
Ten to twelve hours per week (usually on Wednesday and 1hursday) J 
,, 
were spent on the same ward in the residence. Direct participant- 11 
II 
II 
observation was the method selected for observing the patient. The 
jl 
II 
observations recorded on any particular ~ covered a time period of' 
from two to eight hours. In the method of the process recording of 
I 
----·------- ---------- -- · ___ .._ ___ _ 
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II the participant-observation the following data were considered: li 
li l! jj 1. The structure of the nurse-patient relationship, I! 
!! 2. The interpersonal process between the nurse and child, ji 
I
ll ). The interpersonal process between the child and others that 1! 
, w. as directly observed by the nurse, •· II 4. The interpersonal process between \he nurse and other chil;. !I I! dren and personnel that bore direct relationship to the child, !l II 5. The kinds of techniques -.played in order to be able to apply !I 
. nursing principles, ~~ 
!i 6. The llodif'ication Of teChniQue& and prinCipleS aS the relatiOn• I 
l' 1,!, 
11 ship progressed, 1, 
I! 7. An evaluation of the nurse's thoughts, feelings, and actions, 11 
\1 and :1 
I I! 
1.1 8. .An evaluation Of the Child's behavior. 11 II ll I; 
!1 Other factors that influenced the recording of the data were II 
Iii~ !I . on-the-spot, informal conferences with the ward personnelJ the reading l! 
' l! jj ot the daily log of ward happeningsJ and the supervisory conferences !I 
tl l! 
I! that were held between the nurse and the instructor-supervisor. !: I ~~ 
1
1
1
1 The recording of the participant-observation of the nurse's II 
II !j . II experience with the patient was called a diary. Entries in the diary ll 
I'll !ill!! were carefully culled so that only those bearing direct relationship 
IJ to the problem studied were considered. There were three specific !! ~~ !I j, i' 
,
1
.,, broad areas of' the patient • s behavior that seemed to emerge naturally 11 
ill 
I! as the raw data from the diarywere reviewed. These were classified as h li ll 
\I language, self-assertion, and sociAlisation. It vas under these three II 
!~~~ categories that the recorded observations were grouped chronologically !I !i 
1• according to modalities of' expression. For example, language ranged H 
1!. from non-verbal responses to clear verbalizations. Self-assertion II il 
., II 
ranged from inhibitory res:r<>nses to the use of constructive aggression. il 
~~ Socialization ranged from withdrawn to eocializing behavior. After II I! li 
;. '· 11 1 i j• 
, the reoorded obserTations were c ass tied chronologically according to 11 ~ ' ~~~~ these various modalities of' expression, the content ot each catego:ey !! 
II .=o.:::-..:::..=t~=:=--==--=-=-:-=-=-===:.·:::,-.::.::=~:.-,;:;:.:-:c.=::-.::o====':"".::~~-=:=---====--=-"''·''=:::-..:.::...-:::..·::::-.:=::-::::.'·=.-..:=-_,::-.:.._,.i""='-=-::..-.-:-.-.:::~.=-:· 
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14 
was individually examined for overt behavioral changes. 
From this description of the method used, it was clear that 
the study was limited to the observation of the presenting }:)ehaYior I 
I 
II 
of the patient at any given time. Furthermore, it did not pretend to 
describe all the observed behavior of the child. Qlly the overt be-
I' haYioral changes significant to the selected categories were studied. 11 
I 
In order to limit pre-concept;ions about; the patient, no inform- I 
ation was sought from the patient 1 s chart during the time of the rela-
tionship. The patient Is chart was read after the termination of the I 
nurse-patient relationship and after the diary recording was completed. I 
Obviously, in such a dia17-atudy approach to a problem there 
was no possibility of taking advantage of any standardized objective 
testing procedures for fact-gathering. The facts needed for the study 
emerged from the living relationship. 
I 
!1 
II 
II 
II 
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I 
II 
I· 
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II 
II 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDnfGS 
The nurse had entered her experience expecting to be able 
I 
to work immediately with the child selected for the study. It was 
a full month before she was able to wolic directly and closely with 
him since the other children on the ward were demanding her attention I 
al Furt · I~ so. . hermore, her attempts to center her attention on the patient 
11 
seemed to arouse the hostility of the others toward him. As a conse- 1! 
I! quence, diary entries for the first month indicate mostly an attempt 
to deal with this unexpected situation and placate the other children 
so that the nurse could be free to establish a relationship with the 
selected patient. 
In order to understand the background against which the nurse-
patient relationship was established, a brief description of the situ-
ation follows. Pseudonyms were used to identity patients and personnel.! 
and a hal:-::::g:u;:: :=·l::::dl:: : :: ~::d l1 
a few years ;younger, and his features looked. even more so. He weighed 'I 
I 
I 
fitty-nine pounds and. was four feet, six inches tall. His body had a 
delicate, angular form, and his no:nul wa.t.k was a slow, gingerl:r 
shuffle. 
I 
It was noticed with increasing clarity that Donald was defin- 1 
itel:r a scapegoat for the majority of other children. He became an '' 
===#=-obj~t tbq uaed to express their need to teue, hit, pw~h, and acc1l8e•l-- ··= 
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. !! 
+-Uih-·t: ~~l; bat~ed ~~ t~el:~., they :::~e: =~t== 
II rather unique wq to Donald. J. child lllight consider himself an •e"""'Y" !I 
ll of another child at specific t:Uiles but in due time they became 11budd;y- !! 
II buiY;y• again. This did not happen in their relationship with Donald. II 
il There was no observable sympathetic peer for him during the early weeks !I 
!I i! ~~~~· of the nurse's experience. He was in a precarious position in relation 11 
!! 
!I '!I lj to the group. It was not clear why the children rejected him as in-
h !! 
I! tensely as they ttia. His behavior differed from many others only in jj 
II degree, not kind. The behavior Donald exhibited was that of a non- ii 
II ji 
'I verbal, inhibited, withdrawn chi.Ld. 1! 
II il I The wa;ys that the child invited castigation f'rom the other II 
II children was not as observabJ.e as the ways in which he was abused by H 
., 
1, i' 
11 them. He had been admitted to the ward eight months earlier from the ;! 
ll! ward housing autistic children. These autistic children were referred II 
, ,I 
il i! ~~~ to as tlbabies• by the other children in the hospital. Their ward was l\ 
! !! j; called -the "baby ward." It was with the term "baby" that Donald was q 
II, ~,'!' 
, taggea. Children threatening him with having to retum to the "baby 
II li 
il ward" was not an uncommon occurance. .Another nick-name with which 11 1! ~~ 
.• , im ull I· 1. Donala. was labeled was "Chinaman." Many' t es the children p · ed-up 11 
II their eyes while g1 ving freely with this kind of teasing. Sane of the II 
li !I P children also t'elt the need to hit him, with or without name-calling. " tl •! 
11 !1 ;l Donald 1 s usual way of expressing his intense displeasure over being 11 
ll II 
rli teased was to scream in a crying way and writhe his bod;y in motions 11 
' jl ll expressing "no." il 
Ill l!!il:: ' It was not long before the nurse realized Donald was a •tavor-~11 ite" among hospital personnel who were not part; of the ward staff. !l d :!"=:::-.::=-..::. _-.:-.=::o=====--=:=-:---"--===-=--=-::==--:.=--==-_::::-~.:;:-::;;:::========-==-""--""'::":::::::-;:-.::::'=~=--==..:=:::=:,=:-::::;·===:.:::="t=::::::::=::::::: ... -::;:=-" h 1! 
li !i !i !! 
il q h ,, 
jl !i 
II 1! 
f! il l l7 li 
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I
! t! 
There were times when he was the only" chUd addressed by name when !! 
! p ·I these people visited the ward. May'be it was because as an isolate his :! 
1 ll 
I presence was obvious since he frequently occupied a spot in direct view I! I· II !,.j of the path walked, or ma;rbe there was something in the child that li 
II I! solicited recognition. Whatever the reason, Donald was singled out and !I 
'.~. :' r I! 
11 given attention in this way. It was not that the other children were lj 
Ill deliberately ignored. If their attention was directed towaro the ~~~ 
1! ,I 
'I passers-by they were usual..Ly spoken to, or if they were involved in il 
'!', !.~ • 1· i some sort of action with each other they were spoken to as a group. II 
!I I'll Donald, however, seeJ~ed to be spoken to by name more than arrr other 
II II 
11 child observed. What went on between Donald and these "outside" a- ~~ 
11 dults did not go unobserved by the other children. Consequently, what 11 
!j was happening to the child perhaps as a result of these small recogni- I' 
•I ·! 
H ,,~! ~~ tiona was drastic. There was an increase of hostile and rivalrous 
li II ~~ feelings toward him. Sometimes these feelings were given immediate j! 
l·j expression through direct verbal and pb;ysical assaults. From these ll · II :,~~~ observations it became apparent that both hospital personnel and the \I 
patients on the ward viewed Donald as being different. The scapegoat- ll 
I !I 1! ing even extended beyond the ward. Some children from other wards !I 
i'l readily chilled in with responses of derogation when in contact with him.!! 
,! h !! The nurse saw as one of her goals the need to break through the li 
jl 'i !l pattem of mutual rejection and isolation established by the child and !1 
1,.1 1: II ~~ others. She wanted to help him become part of the group. In order to !I 
ll accomplish this goal the nurse spent most of her time in the initial !1 ! il 
11 stage of their relationship with other children. This preparator,y per- ~~ 
II I, 1 iod with other children was necessary before she could be truly helpful !1 '~:::::.-:::.::=-.::-t·: .. · -,;:"=-'!".::=:.::.:=.:=::-.-:.===:=::,::::::o-=::....-==-::=""'===-"'==.:=--=.:=--=-==~=--====:..--::::=..===-.:-.::·'-~==-.:=~==i=-::.~==-~-=--::-:::::::. 
II I! II ~~~ !i 
! 'i I II !I lr 
II 
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to Donald. She had to work •tor• hill and "toward" him before she could I 
work directly with him. After she vas accepted by the other children I 
she became more capable and effective in influencing their behavior 1 
toward Donala. Though assaultive behavior toward Donald by the others 
was not completely stopped, its intensity and duration was greatly re- 11 
II 
I duced in the nurse's presence. iller the initial month or preparation it was felt that a more 
direct approach to the child could be made, and this was successfully 
accomplished. The record or Donald's behavioral changes that occurred 
from this point on will be illustrated in this chapter. 
1. I.anguage 
The first of the three broad categories of behavioral change 
that emerged from the diary record is that of language. There was 
very little direct communication exhibited by the patient during the 
first month. The clearest communication the diary recorded was the 
following. 
Today was rq first day on the ward. The heact nurse in-
form.ed me that the children were going skating. or the three 
children in the office, Donald was the one who approached me. 
The words spoken by the child were not directly understood. 
The message, however, was understood as an invitation to go 
skating. (Entry: 11/16/61) 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II Once this period. was over, there was some manifestation of the 11 
use or worcts. The diary entry revealed: 
Donald greeted me with a big •m, Helen" like the other 
children did. This was said in a monotone. He showed me a 
story-book about the circus and said •circus.• Before now, 
he had never uttered ctistinctly arJ7 other word except 
"knickerbocker. • (Entry a 1/10/62) 
=-----=::11:::=-:::.:-=--=-=--=-=-=-= ---
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From then on there was a gradual change to the use of' more ! 
words. Although he made a greater effort to talk, much of' what he said 111 
II was still unintelligible. It was found that on p¢ng close attention 
the content became discernible as being part of' what had been said 
earlier. 
Donald seems to repeat things a while later after they 
have been said. Sometimes I can associate what he is say-
ing with what has been said earlier. (Entr,y: 1/18/62) 
The nurse decided that this was not the time to focus her re-
sponse on content. It was more important to respond to the child by 
sharing his joy over speaking. On this level, what he said was not as 
important as the f'act that he was trying to talk. He did not relate 
his needs; he related words. The nurse was there to help him develop 
the ability to talk. Af"ter a while, he was beginning to speak in a 
II 
I 
H II 
i 
I 
,j 
I 
II 
II 
'I I, 
'I 
II more understandable way and was able to •intain the level of' achieve-
'! ment that he reached. One month atter Donald started verbalizing, the I 
I I I following comments about the patient 1 s coDI!lunication were found entered 'I 
II in the daily log kept on the ward. ~a;y were written in the relie£ re- II 
1 port; by a male counselor. j 
Donald kept up a constant chatter tonight. I never 
heard him talk so much. He is learning to form his own 
sentences and to express hi.mself'. (Entry: 2/lb/62) 
Diar.r records around this date give the same indication of' in-
I, 
li 
,I 
I' 
,, 
creased coDIBlunication with the nurse. l1 
This progress, however, was interrupted by a minor illness that I 
the child bad llbicb resultad in a reg:reasion to his preYious non...,erbel II 
stage. 
===---== ~----~---:= 
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Donald was lying alone on the couch in the dqroom. 
He did not show much overt response to me. He contin-
ued to stare straight ahead. I sat by him in silence. 
For a few minutes he curled up and sat on wr:r lap. 
Other peopl.e were around. He showed a lack of interest 
in a short story I suggested reading. 
During the evening, while we were sitting together, 
he cried and was irritable. He took m;r hand, put :1; up 
to his cheek, and mumbled. At first I thought it to be 
a gesture for wanting affection until I felt how warm 
he was. He was taken to the Medical-Surgical ward where 
it was found that he had a temperature elevation of 
102° F. rectaJ.q. He cried when I had. to leave. 
(Entry: 2/21/62) 
Tod.aiY was Ibnald's :rtrst ~ back on the ward after 
his illness. He does not srealc in sentences as he for-
merly did, but he does repeat some of the words he 
hears. (Entr,y: 2/28/62) 
We sat on Donald t s bed. He put his head on m;r lap. 
After asking him several times if he would like me to 
read him a story, he said, "Yes.• (Entry: 2/2'd/62) 
In the face of this regression from his previous level of 
communication the nurse decidect that a more vigorous approach was 
required. Instead of guessing how he was feeling, the nurse felt 
the patient was capable of telling her and expected him to do so. 
We went to the ctayroom to read. Donald was not in• 
terested. He moaned and put his head on m;r shoulder; he 
whined and pointed to his stomach. He answered unclearly 
to being asked if he had a stomach ache. I told him I 
could not know how he was feeling unless he t el.ls me. 
That he has to tell me what is wrong was repeated sev-
eral times. He alwqs managed to make a feeble reply 
when there was a loud noise coming from the other room. 
That he has to speak louder and more clearly was stressed. 
He finally said very clearly, "K,y stomach hurts." The 
counselor said that he complained of a stomach ache be-
fore lunch and suggested I take him to see the doctor 
upstairs. Donald. jumped off the bed sprightly ana waited 
by the door to go upstairs. (Entry: 2/2'd/62) · 
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II Though this approach might be a slower process for finding out ~~ 
what his complaints were, the process of language developnent was il 
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strengthened. Interpretation by the nurse of what his behavior meant 
would not have contributed a:t17 to the child's learning to verbalize 
his needs. He already knew how to relate by pointing and grunting. 
I! an interpretation or his sto.ch ache were made without acy verbal 
validation by him at that time, it could have shown his former modes 
of communicating as being more effective and perhaps desirable. This 
insistence on verbalization appeared. to be successful. He once again 
came back to the level where he had. been before his illness. 
After Donald.' s Ulness the nurse started. taking him to the 
Medical-surgical ward to visit the people up there. The first vis~t 
was initiated by Donald sqing he wanted to go to "M and s. • He 
seemed to especially like the head. nurse and. verbalized freely around 
her. A typical example of his speech was the following. 
Donald enjoyed. his visit with the head nurse and re-
peated 8Dlphatically and. clearly whatever she said to the 
other children. Cne such stat•ent was, "Fddie go back 
to your room. You're not suppose to be at this end of 
the hall.• (Entry: 3/14/62) 
Within a month after his regressive period there were several 
ways the child. demonstrated. initiative through verbalization. The 
diar,y revealed. the following examples. 
1. He forcefully said where he wanted to sit at mealtimes, 
e.g. •old table.• 
2. While listening to the singing television commercial he 
sang "pepsin before an;y words were sung. 
He pointed in the air and remarkea. about something not 
understood. by the nurse. Another child. interpreted 
that Donald was talking about the loudspeaker system 
being installed. 
II 
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nurse in an informative, matter-or-tact, pointing-out-
reality way who had eaten it. 
Even though he progressed in his ability to comuumicate through 
the use of verbal language, he still relied heavi.ty on the use of ges-
tures. Conversation came the easiest when we were sitting and not in-
volved in another activity. Gestures were the predominant mode of ex-
pression when he wanted to have a pqysical neea met or if he was in 
action. It was as if he could not talk ana act at the same time. The 
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following series of dial')' entries re.,..aJ.ed his difficulty 1n this &1"11&. II 
Donald had undressed and put his clothes in the arawer. 
He motioned for me to put his pajamas on. (Entry: 3/28/62) 
Four of the children were together. A recently new 
patient was riding piggy-back on the counselor's back. 
Donald said, "Steve, piggy-back, n pointing in a wanting 
way. I said he could ask for a ride next, but he didn't. 
About five minutes la'lier steve was sitting on the step 
outside the ward with another patient. Donald pointed 
and called, "Steve. n I took him over and told Steve that 
Donald wanted to talk with him. Donala mumbled. steve 
said, "What do you want, Don? (Silence.) A piggy-back?" 
Donald smiled and said, "Yes." (Entry: 3/28/62) 
In the skating rink Donald was sitting in the aJ.cove 
against the wall on a footstool untieing his shoestrings. 
I couldn't understand what he was saying. (Entry: 3/29/62) 
I told Donald we could go upstairs and visit the head 
nurse on "M and S" if he would like. He repeated what he 
heard, but soon a.f'ter he was mumbling in his talk while 
on the elevator with me and another person whom he knew. 
He began talking again when we were sitting visiting up-
stairs. (Entry: 4/4/62) 
We stopped by the nursing office for me to put my 
glasses away. After leaving the office, I started back 
to the ward, but Donald hesitated and turned to walk the 
other way. He answered ~es" to being asked if he wanted 
to go outside. He again hesitated when asked which way 
he would like to go. He headed for the direction the 
children from the ward were playing. On the way, we 
stopped and looked at a new car he seemed attracted to. 
I named the colors of the car and Donald said, "Pretty." 
(Entry: 4/4/62) 
===It==== 
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During the firth month of our relationship, the child showed 
an increase in his spontaneous remarks. Also, less time elapsed be-
fore verbal contributions were made after being spoken to. 
Donald talked more clearly today repeating things 
said like, "Eddie wants to be locked in the elevator," 
while he touched me to get JIGT attention to listen. 
(Entry a 4/5/62) 
Donald was responding to others even though he was 
standing alone by the pole in the middle of the ward. I 
told him I was going to lunch. He waved pennission and 
said, "Go ahead." (Fntry: 4/11/62) 
When I told him it was time for me to leave he said, 
"Don 1t go," in a rather mature, giving 11I-want-to-be-
with..,.ou way." (Fntry: 4/25/62) 
I told him I was going to put JIGT coat awq. He said, 
"Go ahead." (Entry: 4/26/62) 
During the tem:inal phase of our relationship the nurse placed 
greater demands on the patient t s ability to vernalize when he was try-
ing to communicate. Several times it was only after insisting that he 
could do better that he act~ spoke clearly. 
Donald spoke unclearly at the dinner table and would 
turn his head. I pointed out what he was doing and that 
I could not understand him. I demonstrated what he was 
doing by turn:ing my head and talking unclear]¥. With 
his head bowed he grimed. I cOJEented on the laughter 
and that he thought it was funny. (Entry: 5/2/62) 
Later in the same day the following incident occurred: 
We were sitting watching other boys play catch. 
Donald mumbled. After telling him to speak more clear-
ly and much questioning, I finally understood "M;r stom-
ach hurts." "I want to go to 1M and sur came out even 
more distinctly. An explanation was given that it was 
not necessary for him to have a stomach ache in order 
to get to visit up there. (Entry: 5/2/62) 
With his increasing success at verbalization came an increas-
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!! was preparing the children for his termination. He was very well liked 11 ll ,, 
1'1 It I! 1 by all the children, and they were feeling the future loss. One par- p 
!I ticular dq, during this time, the Ujorl.ty of children were extl'elllelT li 
I• U 
j•l' active and talking indistinctly by either mumbling or slurring. It il 
i. il 
11
1 
was difficult to understand most of them. Donald, however, was able !! 
l, I! II to maintain his level of behavior and did not regress in his use of 11 
II 1: 
11 language. It was at this time that he expressed himself with the most il 
1
:1 II 1 f'all'Ag and in the clearest wq yet heard. I! 
~~~~ I asked a counselor if Norman (counselor) was coming to- ll j. ~~t. HI was terminating. A tew seconds after the counse- !I 
.j lor said .,-es•, Donald said knowingq while shaking his head L 
I! \lP and aown, "Norman will come here tonight, Helen." (The il .l impression was that the child was saying this to help me in II 
jl some way ·and not to convince hillself. ) 11 
1! {Later) Donald took :uv a:nn. and :p1t it around him. He il ~~~ lett it for a few minutes and then removed it with a coDDnent ll 
1 that it was getting heavy. (Entryt 5/3/62) il 
.1 H 
I
ll As tho child t s ability to talk increased he also ertnced a more II 
1 mature quality in his mannerism.s. This maturing quality was especially 11 
!I evident one afternoon when he chose not to skate. Instead, he wished II 
li il Ill to explore the rink. Looking at the vending machine he told me how !i 
1 much he liked "nAsanut butter can..m." After his curiositv was satis- .! 
1.! 1:'~· ......,. " I' 
II tied in en>dning the •tire anguisher•, he sat down to wa\ch the II 
II others skate. He took on the appearance of a boy nearer his age b,y !1 li ! the way he crossed his legs and posed one ann on the other. With that I! 
I li 
1!1 '!! he said, "He.Len, help me sing." We ~roceeded to hum and sing through 
I li I n li six songs. !I 
lj '!he progress that Donald had made during our period of inter- It 
, ~ If ll il 
II relationship was dramatically illustrated by comparing the near-mutisll 11 l 'I I '· 
l1 of our initial encounters with the C1iary record ot one of the laat. aessiclla.il 
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· D. (On the ward. Whining and complaining of not feeling well.) Ill li·l.; N • Can lbnald tell me what's wrong? 
II I' 
1!. D. I want to sleep upstairs tonight., ·1,1 . N. (Told him we could go for a visit.) 
11 11 
Ill I felt he might be ill but was not sure. On "M anc1. S" !I his temperature was taken and found to be 101° F. rectally. li 
11 We went to his assigned room and the following conversation !1 II took place while he was in bed. !I 
II D. (Murmured) HeJ.en, there 1 s Steve. (Recognised before I i! 
1,1 did the voice of a counselor troa our ward who had en• 1
1
:
1
· 
tered the ward "M and s- with patient Eddie.) 
II (!Doking at a magasine.) '!his a chicken? '1! , N. 'lhat•s a bird. It 1s so•thing like a chicken. 1 
II D. A bird? I'll 
·' N• A bird. 
ll!l D. How come Eddie 1 s up here? I! !II. N. He's getting some medicine put on his rash. !.·,·~ 
; D. Medicine? , 
N. He gets medicine put on him after he washes. (Needed to !I reword this statement several times for clarification.) il l! D. (Pointed to a picture.) Car. il 
· N. · lllere? ('lhe focus of the picture was one of a man 1l 
1
1 looking out an office window in a skyscraper. The car :! 
was a ti~, hazy picture. I neither noticed it nor jl1 
1 knew what he was talking about.) 1 
'II D. Here (pointing). More ears. 1l 
1 N. (Excused Jey"self for a short time. He was verbalizing so ~~· 
II JIUCh that I got a pencil and pad to jot it down.) I II D. Wh.ere1s the light? Look at the house. Chimney. j'l
1 1 (Looking at piet ure s in a magazine.) M;r toe hurts. !i N. Your toe hurts? jl 
jl D. (Noise outside room. ) What 1 a that? 1l 
11 N. They're with Jonathan (patient). !I 
j!l D. They're talking. Come on Jonathan! Come onJ ll 
I (Silent. tooking through magazine.) 11 I Hey, Helen. What're you writing down? 1 
11 ll ,
1
, N. Some of the things we 1 re talkin( g about). •
1
.i
1 .! D. Hey, what 1s that over there pointing • j
1
·il N. '!'hat's a wall. ji 
D. (Touched and looked at his knee.) HeJ.en, what's that :1 
lj (touching the wall)? !I 
!J
1
. N. What is that? !I I D. Heyl Crqon on walll (SUence.) Hey, Helen, what's that? il 
II N. Chair. !I 
'I D. Oohsheel !V stomach (annoys?) me. (Laughing, and il 
!! h 
1j fsgf!~~~=~:ai::t.) noise? YehJ !! 
11 N. I don't think so. I think it 1s Kathy (patient). I! 
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D. (There was a loUd. noise when a door shut.) What'Z 1! 
(Mumb.Lect and looked cross as if saying "d.o they have 1! 
to make that much noiset•) jl 
(leaned and lost his balance while pointing to a crayon I 
mark on the wall.) Ooah-- Ill 
N. What's wrong? 
D. Hurt (pointing to his head). 11!1, 
N. Hit your heaa? 
D. :·i'anale counselor on the "'I ancl s• service brought ~~~ 
in a pajama top. Donald's facial expression became one of 
pain. After she left he perked up again and laughed. 
N. What are you laughing at? 
D. (Put his feet b,y me.) 
N. Feet. 
D. &nell it. 
N. Snell what 1 
D. Sm.ell (pretty?) feet. (Took the paa. I was writing on, 
looked at it, and handed it back.) 
(Put both feet in front of me.) SeeJ Smell feet. 
Smell dirty feet. 
N. (Lifted one foot to smell.) 
D. other foot. Smell this. 
N. (Tola him earlier I would be leaving soon after we 
went upstairs.) I have to be going now. Can I get 
you something? 
D. Yah, magazine. 
(Entry: '5/10/62) 
2. Self-Assertion 
~le Donald was not totally without manifestations of self-
assertiveness when the nurse met him, he was limited in his expres-
sion. Daring the six month observation period he became more capa-
ble in this area. This was manifested b,y his progressive <levelop-
ment of such behavioral expressions as overt hostUity 1 motor mas-
tery, self-resoiution of problems, and selt-directiveness. 
OVert hostility 
Initially Donald's typical reaction to teasing from other 
children was to screech, wave his hands, stomp, and cry "no." 
II 
I 
,, 
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Graaually change became eVident in the way he respona.ed to these at-
tacks. After about six weeks he was developing the ability to retali-
ate. A representative entJY of that period read.: 
He is able to be more aggressive and fight back with the 
boys. Be still screams when they call him "Chinaman" or "baby" 
or when they attack him ph;ysically or throw something at him, 
but he can attack back. When:teis called names or gets shoved, 
he shoves or hits back light:q. Fh7sical interference is still 
frequently necessar.y auring Tiscious attacks on him. I don't 
interfer if the assault was light, and Donala made an attempt 
to defend hilaself. (l!'lltrya l/10/62) 
Such experiences seemeJ. to give m. the courage to initiate at-
tacks. Even then, he still cried when others respondea. in 1dDd to his 
hits. Explanations were given as to what he aid and wl:tr others hit 
I 
·I 
I 
II II 
back, but the nurse neither interferred nor discouraged. his aggression. II 
I 
He was beginning to find his wrq with the use of offensive aggression. 
Throughout the last three lllO!lths of the relationship he felt 
increasingly freer to exhibit his hostile feelings b.Y attacking the 
other children. These attacks were usually directed toward three par-
ticular children who were close to him in size. Within lild.ts, the 
nurse let these children manage their battles themselves. Sometimes 
reminders were given it they were getting toorough with each other. 
Frequently that was all the outside control necessar.r. From then on 
I 
I 
,! 
II 
I 
the bouts usually petered out. Donald still complained and whined to 
the nurse, at times, when he got hit. I1' the assault was uncalled for II 
and )'at it was felt he could JIW18ge, his pleas for help were dissuaded. 11,. 
Instead, be was encouraged to hit back. li 
I 
This new found freedom allowed him to express the hostility 
that for so long had been held in check. Consequently, pent-up feel-
ings poured out in waves of anger. Many times what would start out 
---=t=t="= 
II !! 
ll q 
1
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-t ~:::-a-=~~ -r;acas between the boys would end-up beco~~:..e;~-t== 
I j1 
111
: .tul belligerency on Donald's part. Being teased or caLled a "baby" by ,1,!
1
!' 
these three particular chiLdren was also provocation for a savage at-
1
,1. ii 
tack by him. d 
'I I l! I Dani:tr kept teasing Donald throughout the morning. Donald 11 
1
1
1 responded with light hits. ·He became very ang:t'yJ he comer- 11 
1 ed Danny behind the TV set and attacked his face. :Danny !I ~~ screamed with fright. After they were separated I saw that 11 I! Danny had a fairly good size welt under his eye. (l!htry: li 
1 
__ 
1
. 2/28/62 > !I 
I H !! After he became aware of his abtiity to protect himself, he did !! 
II li 
11 not alw81's find it necessary to resort; to physical force. In the !I 
'l if h 1.1 l latter weeks of the observed period he had advanced to the point where II 
j he was able to remain steadfast even under intense testing and provo- ll 1 ~. !j I ·II 11 cation by one of the most belligerent children on the ward. Previous- 1· 
!' d 
,I I! II ly, the slightest threat by this other child would start; him screaming. 11 II II 
,. Donald was in a ha.Lf-recl:ining position on the couch. Roy, 1 
I!!' II I an explosive child, balanced billselt on Donald's thighs by 1. ~ kneeling. This was done with sC.. pressure and kneading, but !! 
1,' Donald didn't react. 'When Roy moved up higher to the pubic i,i! 
, area I discouraged him s81'ing that could hurt. After a short; ll 
1! while he got off. Donald appeared. undistmed while Roy was on 11 j him. This is cerliainly a big change from Donald's aggressive II 
1 reactions ot last month. (Fnt17: 3/21/62) IIi 
l; I, !! Donald was waiting in line with the boys before shower- !! 
l1 time. Roy was pl¢ng around Donald with boxing punches. il 
II He did not touch Donald, however. Donald withdrew by tight- il I ening a little but seemed to be able to handle his fear. · He I! 
1 did not scream. It seemed as if Ro7 were trying to get a rise I' 
t out of him.. Donald did not look to me for help even though II 
11 I was nearby. He was able to stand up to Roy without becom- jj j! ing immobolized. (Fntry: 3/28/62) 11 
ll .! I! As the months went by Donald's abUit7 to express hostility !l 
'l I' ~~ seemed to pass from the stage o! sheer plvsical attack to the more i! 
j1
1 
sophisticated level of verbal hostility. The following entries were li 
1 ll 
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tistic child from Ward B. Both were screaming and striking d 
each other. The other child hid behind the door. Donald !I 
started to charge him. I grabbed Donald by the shoulders H 
and said it was time to return to the ward. He said, "let ~~~ 
goJ leave me alone!" I said I would but that he was to I 
come with me to the ward. He took the hand I automatically I! 
extended. (Jmtry: 4/11/62) !! 
~i 
B 
Donald gave me a book to hold when it became time to 
wash tor lunch. I said I would put it on the top shelf of 
the bookcase and did so. He objected. I suggested he put 
it in his drawer if' he wanted to keep it and not lose it. 
This he did. When I put rq hand on his back directing hilll 
to wash, he said in a coJIUilanding way, "Don't push me"l He 
also voiced these words to another child as they were get-
ting 1n line for lunch. (Entr,ys 5/2/62) 
Before suppertime he was encouraged b,y the counselor, 
as the other children were, to vash his hands. He resist-
ed sqing he didn 1 t want to and lq down on his bed until 
time to eat. (Phtry: 5/2/62) 
At supperliime I took the bread to butter, and he gave 
me the knife. Then he said, "' hate Eddie. I'm going to 
push Eddie down the water.• (Fllt17a 5/10/62) 
Motor ll&Steii 
'i I) :, 
l· !l 
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Donald's initial inhibition extended through all modalities of' j! 
behavior. In his gross motor responses he was slow and 1mcoordinated. 
With his new-felt freedom in defensive and offensive physical assault, 
ji 
·I ,,
I· I! 
J! 
ij 
I, 
I! his boey became more relaxed, and he ventured more easily into plzy'sical ,! 
pursuits. The following example (at about the two-month mark) was an 
illustration or one way that he tested his motor potentials. 
ii I• 
II 
!I ii 
'I II 
He was jumping from the table to the hard leather couch !! 
with a lolly-pop in his mouth. I teared he would jump too 1.:.·!· 
hard and hit his head against the wall or fall with the 
stick in his mouth. I became more relaxed when I realized 1! 
he was handling the situation quite well. When his at- !1 
I tempts to jump back from the co110h to the table were lm- H 1 successful, he crawled onto the table from the floor. He II 
ll 
was enjoying himself thoroughly and mastering the rep~i- j
1
:
1
, 
tive task successfully. (Fhtrys 1/18/62) 
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His progress was dramatically' illustrated on the skating rink. I! 
11 
A February entr.y read: 
Donald skated with me for about forty-five minutes. He 
hung on the guard rail all this whUe. His performance was 
better than when I saw him skate for the first time. Grad-
ual~ he was able to stabilize his balance so as not to 
lean too much on me. He was not as frightened as he had 
been before when he had to release his hold on the guard 
rail in order to pass the skating entrances. He was able 
to maintain his balance and walk across on his skates. 
Donald would stop skating whenever I left to assist others. 
I purposeq did this to see what he would do by h:iJnself. 
Usually' he remained in the same position. (Entr.y: 2/15/62) 
Five weeks later the diar,y sboweds 
Donald skated around the rink twice in twenty minutes. 
He has better balance and is less timid about skating than 
he usedto be. (Ent17t 3/22/62) 
Self-resolution of problems 
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In our initial contacts DonaLd. would illlmediately call for help !i II 
from the staff when faced by aey- kind of a problem. For example: II 
•' ,, 
I ~ 
At the skating rink I had lifted Eddie to get a drink il 
from the fountain and then turned away. Donald, though !i 
he probably could have reached the fountain by h:iJnself 1 11 
made no attempt to do so but immediately called lo11cily1 I! 
"Helen"1 'Jhis was said in an imperative "You-c~help-me• !I 
wq. {Entt-y: 2/15/62) !1 
!I 
About a month later he was able to make some constructive move-11 
I' 
ment in resolving his difficulties as the following examples Ulustra- jj 
I! 
i! ted. 
At mealtime the children sit four to a table. Donald 
was assigned to sit at a table with three of the older 
children who te~to tease him the most. Consequently, he 
does not like to sit with them. Todq ll:mald avoided the 
forseeable teasing by refusing to sit at his assigned ta-
ble when the children directed him there. (Entry: 3/14/62) 
A new patient, an olcler boy, teased Donald with his foot 
while they were sitting on tbe floor in line waiting to eat. 
Donald screamed and hit. Mike kicked back in a steady, 
'I 
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II he thwarted Mike by moving to sit on the bench. (Entry: (I 
lj 3/21/62) II 
! II 1 II 
11 Selt-clirectiveness !! 
1i Donald's initial attempts at seJ.f-directiveness could be easi- 11 
II !! 
II ly discouraged. For instance 1 jj 
lliil !,.11 Donald "cut the line• to sit near the door while wait-
11 ing tor supper. The other kids yelled. The head nurse il 
1
1
,1! told him to go to the end of the line. Instead, he headed li 
for his bed and sta;red there untU suppertime. (Entry: p li 3/7/62) il 
II i1 lj ,, 
~~ Later in the observation period he had progressed considerably 11 
~~ in this area, too, as the following entries indicated. \! 
I 11 
,1 Wh.Ue I was helping a volunteer get the children to !1 
1 climb down off the roof, Donald joined others a short il 
! distance awa;r. He came inside with them and undressed !I 
11 and washed himself without help. (Entry: 4/4/62) l1 I! !l II It was lunchtime. Donald unhesitatingly went to the ii 
l!:li next table next to me to sit. One of the newer patients 
1
,:l, 
said he didll' t belong there. I said, "lilere is he supposed 
to sit?" Donal a indicated by manner that he had a right \ 
l1 to sit where he was. With that he mumbled and. sat down I li with assurance. (Ehtrya h/ll/62) lj 
1
1
1! At suppertime he went through the cafeteria line with- !1 
1 out help except for selecting his utensils • After that !i !l bit of help he picked up his pace again and rea.dily picked I· II a seat. Two older boys yelled to ·the head nurse that he 1! 
11 didn't belong there. DonaJ.d ignored them and continued to !I 
•
1
1 eat. (Entry: 4/11/62) il 
I, n 
I' II 
11 3. Socialization I! 
jl The diary record revealed that Donald's progress in soci.aliza- !I 
II tion was accomplished through a series of forward movements and pla- 11 
l! H 
111 teaus in his social interaction. When the observation period began, I' 
,1 11 II one of the most noticeable !'acts was that DonaJ.d was a bystander and ~~ 
!1 a non-participant in the ward actiVity with other children. Most of 1! ::-....::-:::-:-::::.~!--···==--=--======:.::.====·=::.-=c-:..""-'=--...:.=7-~:::-.::-.::=-:::=...-=:==-.=-:---====-::.~:::.::.=:-.:.-:::-.=-:.::..-=r="'''".::"::=--==.' 
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his social interaction was with adult figures. The nurse felt it 
would be best not to try to force him directly into social activity 
but to establish a profitab.Le relationship with him first. In this 
w~, she felt that the success he experienced in this interpersonal 
contact with her in the ward situation coula encourage him to feel 
!'reer to participate with other children. 
Establishing a progressive, healthful relationship with 
II 
,! 
I' !I !I l, 
II !l h 
H 
1! L 
I 
l 
,, 
.I 
Donald took some time. In the beginning his movement in the relation- II 
~~ 
ship was almost totally non-verbal. For example, the follOWing entriee I! 
recorded typical episodes of the ea.r]Jr period. 
After I left the office with some of the staff, I stopped 
in the doorwq of the dorm. A. sticky hand grabbed mine. It 
was Donald's. He had been hiding in the corner behind the 
door. I took him with me, and we sat on the couch for about 
fifteen minutes watching others. (Entry: 11/22/61) 
I led him by the hand and we sat on the couch. Donald 
tore pictures out of a hand-made book and gave them to me. 
(Entry: 1/4/62) 
From this initial experience Donald progressed to the point 
,. 
tl I! 
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where he would greet me on arrival and initiate involvement. ll Typi- I! 
i! !l cally we would look at a story-book, &o for a walk, or just sit to- I! 
ll gather and watch what was happening on the ward. Once he felt comfort- II 
fl il 
II able in our relationship he was able to be gradually drawn into inter- II 
'I !! !1 action with other children. ,.,. t· I !l At first Donald resented the intrusion of others. For example: jl 
I
ll Donald and I were sitting on the couch. One by one Fddie,i ,I, 
1 Tom, and Danny joined us. Dona.Ld withdrew and became irrita-li ble when touched by the others. He screamed and hit both ii II Eddie and Tom. (Entcy: 1/17/62) \1 
!li We were sitting on his bed watching the hustle and bus- i! ! tle of the ward. {People were changing the linen on the beds 1 l! :::===:j:=-==:::::::;.=====--:o=-=""--==':."".::=:::--=.:::~==--===-=====:.:..--==--=====--: ... =-~==:==:::.=.:.;.-=:."-oo:="--===-+==-==~=== 
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11 II II children were running aroundt and several hospital person-
11
! 
.
11 
nel walked through the ward.) Eddie came to be with us. 
1111 He was crying because he wanted to go home. Donald tried 
II I': to push Eddie awq from me with his screams, grunts, and ~ /1 II 
1
, shoves. (Entry: 2 /62) q 
II I! ~1 1 We working on a puzzle. I :invited Tom to join ws. Ill 1 Donald became angry at Tom and wanted to put the puzzle 1 II aw~. (Entry: 2/14/62) 11 
II 1.~ 
!! 
Despite his disappointment at not having the nurse all to him-
'1 ll !i
l self, she continued to set-up situations in which he was necessarily tl ,I 11 
II involved with other children in a group. ij 
~ 1 11 I Though Donald frequently sits in the immediate vicinity H !I of the TV set, he reveals ver;y little interest in watching II 
11· programs with the other children. Tonight he sat with two i! ~~~ other children and 11\YSelf on the sofa we placed in front !1
1 of the set. (Entry: 2/15/62) !,I 
'l 
1·,1 '1! on arrival to the ward I found Donald cur led up in bed 1 !I and said, •Let 's go into the other room, Donald." Grimac- ll II ing and sighing, he followed. We watched two of the older 11 
1:.! children tumbJ.e. Donald seemed to enjoy the gymastics~ ,,:~, ..
and the older boys enjoyed Je rf'ond.Dg. (Phtry: 3/8/62) 
!1 I' !I other children asked me to take them to the plqroan. ~~~ 
ll I felt I could onl.y work with four at a time. Donald had I i just made his presence and thought I would automatically !I 
l! include him in the first group. He cried and stomp when !,!, 
I 
I left him with the other chiJ.dren. According to the !! 
counselor, he quieted down shortl1' af'tier I lett. He was ., 
I
I taken into the playroom with the second group. (Entr.r: !:;,
1
! 
3/22/62) 
it j'1
1 i' 
1,1 Donald was huddled up in the comer of the plqroom. II 
1 His eyes were downcast and he looked very sad. Now and j1 h then he revealed interest in the new jungle-gym by his !I 
11,· looks. With encouragement he played on it with the other ll 
h boys. He hung by his knees and walked across the top sev- 11 ,,·.,~ ii eral times. Afterwards, we sat on the bench and he again 'i 
1\ became withdrawn. He tugged at me to sit when I gd; up too ll 
h much to help others.. (Entry: h/25/62) 1! 
I'll ,, !I p After several months, Donald's dependence on the nurse had de• · 
II 11 
11 creased to the point where he w·1s able to participate in an activity 1! 
r p il in which she was not involved. 1! 
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'I Donald wrestled on the mat with Eddie for a while. ii 
!1 As Eddie and I were looking for the horseshoe game Donald j! 
jl came into the office to help us. The three of us took il 
,, tthurns tthroWhwing boi 
1
thftthhe horsteishouedes tandplrubbw:tertbha::dis on 11 
1, e ma • en e e con n o a::y £:1\.l e. i! 
H (liiltrya 3/21/62) !i 
'I '~ !, I! 
lj All the children were active in some wa:y with their 11 , volunteers. Donald sat on Tom's bed and interacted with " ll volunteers, Tom and Dannl'• (Entrya 4/1/62) !! 
I 'I !l When we reached the skating rink Donald was one of ~~~~~· 
,1 the first children to get oft the bus. He usually waits II I tor me to get off. Today he wa1. ked in with Tom and the .
1 
I, two of them stood fascinated watching a girl make a phone '! . call. (Fntrys 4/12/62) 1: 
ll 'I • H 11 On the bus ride back trom the rink Donald chose to ll 
!1 sit across the aisle from me. He saved the other half ot 1'1 !• ' 
II his seat for another child with whom he wanted to sit. ~~~~ 1 (Fntry: 4/12/62) il 11 ll h 1~.1~ In the closing weeks of the observation his progress vas evi- !1 ,I,. 
'Ill 1,:.! denced by inc~ents such as the tol.J.oving: il 
II It looked as it Tom and Donald were fighting on Tom 1 s li 
l
i
1
:
1
! bed. Tom said they were having fun playing. Donald and Tom .
1
!_1
1 
are having more pleasant contacts with each other. 
I (Fntry: 3/22/62) 1.1. i On leaving the ward I encouraged Donald and an older .1 
11 patient to go into the other room and dmce with the 11 
1: other children who were doing the ttt.vist". 'lhe older I! !I patient directed Donald awa:y to the sora. Donald started !'! 
1
1
1
1 
to fo.Llow but then resisted by indicating to the new pa- i,l 
tient that they should go into the other room. This they j! 1.'1 ~~~~ did. (ihtr.r= 4/5/62) ·~'I 
1 After he finished eating he joined a volunteer, a- . 
1! nother patient, and me at another table. The volunteer li 
l•i was having a serious discussion with the patient, and I li ! li II· was listening. Donald leaned on his e.Lbows on the table I' l II 
lli. 
like I was doing and appeared intent in the discussion • ~~·~~ {Entry: 4/11/62) 
!! Today he played co the jungle-gyJR with other chil- 1! 
I dren. When I had to leave several. times to help another 11 l ( 4/ /6 ) I· • child in panic he seemed to understand. Entry: 26 2 •I II il 
11 !I 
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ll were in the plqroom with three volunteers. DonaJ.d was on li ll the push-swing. After I related that I would be back to- 11 
h morrow but would not be going skating, Donald said verr 11 li clearly, •Push me." He seemed to be relaxed and enjoying 11 
1
1
1
1 himself. (Ehtr.rt 5/2/62) 11 
ll 1
1 1 II I Cone usion 11 I i! By the end of the six month relationship the child showed that !i ~~ he developed a wider range of tuncticning in all of the three areas II 
!.j jl 
. stuctied: .!.anguage, self-assertion, and socialization. 'lhese changes j! 
I I' I occurred auring the relationship, but it cannot be concluded, however, 1! I I• II that they happened solely as a result ot the nurse's relationship with II 
t1l t 1m.. aJ. • !'! 1 the patien • .~ ue nurse was v uable m providing support to help the 
'I II j
1 
child achieve a higher level of verbalization, a start toward utiliz- !I 
II ing constructive aggression, and a more active role in his social in- ll 
1,1 ,., 
teraction. Working with the child in the dailv living situation gave ! !l ., 'I li the nurse an excellent opportunity for providing the sustained support l1 
II I 
jl that a schizophrenic child requires. It would seem that the length I 
!I I 
1 and intensity of the relationship provided the child with a continuity 111 
. !, 
I of affective experience that was helpful in making him more reality- h 
II oriented. li 
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!t l: 11 II !' !i II CHAPI'ER v II 
1·,~ II l' SMiARY AND REOOMMENDATIONS il 
,! II 1! For this tudy th b · 1 in int i !. 
II,. s e nurse ecame J.DVo ved an ens w re- l!!!l 
11 
lationship with a schizophrenic child in a residential treatment 
11 
ll h 
I•· H 11 center for six months during a fiel<i eXperience placement as a grad- li 
!,.!, 1,;11 uate student in Nursing in Child Psychiatry at Bostm University 
,,·,· '! !I School ot fusing. !1 II !l 
11 1 !,1 The nurse's l.mder y ing belief was that significant improve-! !I il I ment might be achieved with a psychotic child by establishing an in- il I, 11 
I; 1! 
II il I! tense, goal-directed, personal relationship over an extended period !i 
!• 11! 
i 
of time. The hospitalized child presents many opportunities in the d 
il ~~~ actual dq-to-dq living situation which the prepared nurse can ad- 11 
·I vantageously utilize for positive therapeutic value. II 
II!~ 'Dw i i t b t h u· t t in 1,.1' u" means of part c pan -o serva; ion s e co · ec ed aa a I' II ~~ the fom. of a aiary. These data included observation of the child's 11 
!!! ll 1! 
I, and nurse's interaction with each other, other children, and hospital 1 I 1! 
!'t !l' , personnel. At the end of the observation period, the six month diary 
'II !! H 
l1 was examined for recoraings of evidence of overt behavioral changes !I 
ii in the child. 'lhe behavior was classified according to three general I! 
II li 
I! broad areas a language, self-assertion, and socialization. Evidence II 
~~~ !I 
I of changes that occurred in each of these areas was presented by 1: IJ 11 I( I 1,1 ,. 
I means of selected aiazy entries. A general pattern of progress in i 11 II I 
1
1 all three areas was revealed. By the enct of the six-month 11 
II l! : !I =:-:.=:.1f·="-"'-=-..:::-..:::.o.::":::=--==.=~-.,..-""'c.;:::.:::-.:--::::=.=·:=':'.:.:...-::::=..::::=.::::-"==::.==--==--=--=::=.::===---::.~:=:-::<'"'-""'".:;:=-.:~"='"'"-=ff-"=:='= 
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il 37 ll 
--- t=relatio~~p the child showed that he aeveloped a wider range of --~ 1--~ ---
~1 ,, 
' !I jl functioning. From being an alloost totally non-verbal, 1nhi.bited, li 
·1·! withdrawn chUd he progressed to a state in which he manifested a 11 
1
,
1
i H 
, 'I l! higher degree of verbalization, constructive aggression, ancl·aocial- !i 
II l! 1 ization. !I 
,I ·.~ !, 
il I! il Recommendations H h !I 
II In the light oi' the work done for this study", the following II j! h 
j! recommendations were made: j! 
!
1
;!1. 1. That a number of similar studies involving an intense ll 
,, relationship between a nurse and psychotic chilct be 11 U done in order to determine the similarities and dit- i! 
'!i terences in the findings from which general conclu- 11l I ,, 
1 sions ean be drawn. 11 
I! ll 
'il 2. A follow-up stuay to determine whether or not the pa- ,j i! i tient maintained his level of achievement reached at 
11
•
1
, 
lj the end of the nurse's experience with him. !! 
I II 
'II 3. A study to a.etermine what special problems the nurse ij 
l II !!I~ encounters in a resiaentiaJ. treatment center while !;'I , working with an emotionally ciisturbed child. ll l;. ll 
,1 CJ A study of the nurse's recorded dia:ry to stud;y the I! 
•• ~ l! 
1• nature anct process of her participa: ... ion in working 11 
1
1
! with an emotionally disturbed chUd. \! 
II 
, 5. A study to determine how a nurse's therapeutic par- I! 
1! ticipation differs from the other disciplines in a !! 
1
1
·
1
1 residential treatment center for disturbed chUdren• II 
lj 
I
ii 6. A study to a.etermine the extent and ways a nurse's li 
I participation in a one-to-one relationship with a :! 
I disturbed child in a residential treatment center i! I influences the other children. ll 
!I I! 
f11 !i 
ll' II I ~ 
•• d !• jl 
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II ,i ~ ~ 
'I " I 'I ! I, ~I •. 
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APIEIDIX 
Biographical Data from Medical Records 
1he patient is an American-bom son of' Chinese parents. He 
was initially' referred for psychiatric help in 1956 at the age of 
five and one-half' because of' his withdrawn, non-verbal behavior. 
After an unsuccessful trial of outpatient treatment tor a period of' 
two years in another agency, the patient was admitted to the resi-
dential treatment center on Februa17 171 19.59 at the age of eight 
years and ten months. His diagnosis was ••old.zophrenic reaction, 
childhood type.·• The doctor's admission note stated that the patient 
was •apathetic, mute, and affectless.• 
According to the social worker• s report the mother stated 
that she did not feel the prenatal period to be unusual nor did she 
feel the delivery to be difficult. The mother said the patient was 
a problem •from the first." The report stated that he •regurgitated 
his food and cried a good deal, and was so clinging that she finally 
had to put his crib next to their bed. • The record revealed that the 
patient sat up at eight months, walked at two years, and spoke a few 
words at three years o! age. 
When the patient was sixteen months old, the second male 
child was born. (A third child, also male, was listed as being four 
years old at the time of the patient's admission to the hospital.) 
When the patient was twenty-two months of' age the mother was diagnosed 
as having tuberculosis and the child was placed in a foster home for 
nearly a year. Near the end of his stay in the foster home he bad 
.I 
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,, 
II 
l1 
II 
'I 
II I 
I 
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corrective surgery for being tongue-tied. :=+-~ 
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! In June.. 1961 the psychological evaluation showed that the II 
, 1: 
J ·,'II 'I patient's intellectual functioning on the Merrill-Palmer test was on 11 
I. !I 
H the level of a three year, nine40nth old childJ his chronological il 
I! q 
H II 'I age was eleven. II 
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